Abstract: We propose a new approach to determining quasi parton distribution functions (PDFs) from lattice quantum chromodynamics. By incorporating the gradient flow, this method guarantees that the lattice quasi PDFs are finite in the continuum limit and evades the thorny, and as yet unresolved, issue of the renormalization of quasi PDFs on the lattice. In the limit that the flow time is much smaller than the length scale set by the nucleon momentum, the moments of the smeared quasi PDF are proportional to those of the lightfront PDF. We use this relation to derive evolution equations for the matching kernel that relates the smeared quasi PDF and the light-front PDF.
Introduction
Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is the theory of the strong nuclear force that connects hadronic bound states to their partonic constituents, quarks and gluons. Although quarks and gluons cannot be directly accessed in experiments, the connection between hadrons and partons can be characterized through parton distribution functions (PDFs).
PDFs capture aspects of hadron structure associated with the momentum, angular momentum and spin of the constituent quarks and gluons, and play a central role in our understanding of high energy hadronic scattering processes (see, for example, [1] [2] [3] ). Through factorization, the scattering amplitudes of simple scattering processes, such as deep inelastic scattering and Drell-Yan production, can be expressed as the convolution of perturbative coefficients and PDFs, which encapsulate the nonperturbative dynamics of QCD at hadronic scales.
In principle, the direct calculation of PDFs from QCD will provide new insight into hadronic structure, more stringent tests of QCD, and reduced systematic uncertainties in high energy scattering experiments. At present, however, the only systematic method for ab initio, nonperturbative QCD calculations is lattice QCD, in which QCD is formulated on a discrete Euclidean hypercube. PDFs are defined in terms of matrix elements of lightfront wave functions and cannot be directly determined from Euclidean lattice QCD. PDFs are currently determined from global analyses of a wide range of scattering data (see, for example, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] for a selection of recent analyses).
Lattice QCD calculations have instead focused on the first few Mellin moments of PDFs, which can be related to matrix elements of local twist-two operators, where twist is the dimension minus the spin of the operator. The lattice regulator breaks rotational symmetry, which induces mixing between lattice operators that would not mix in the continuum. The mixing between twist-two operators of different mass dimension introduces power-divergent mixing on the lattice, preventing the extraction of more than three moments of PDFs [11, 12] .
Recently a new approach to determining PDFs on the lattice was proposed, via Euclidean counterparts of PDFs generally referred to as quasi PDFs [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . A similar framework was proposed in [20] . The quasi PDFs are Euclidean matrix elements determined at finite nucleon momentum. At large Euclidean momentum, the quasi PDFs can be related to the true PDFs through an effective theory expansion, the Large Momentum Effective Theory (LaMET).
Preliminary lattice calculations have been encouraging [15, 18] , although both calculations have incorporated only a single lattice spacing and a full understanding of systematic uncertainties is far from complete. In particular, there are three challenges for the approach as it stands: the restriction to low nucleon momentum with the computational resources currently available; a full understanding of the renormalisation of extended Euclidean operators; and the precise relation between light-front PDFs and Euclidean quasi PDFs.
These difficulties can be broadly classified as either chiefly practical, or chiefly theoretical. The first challenge, that associated with the systematic uncertainties corresponding to low values of nucleon momentum on current lattices, is largely a practical issue. Studies in the spectator di-quark model [16] suggest that moderate improvements in computational resources, and new algorithms tailored to nucleons with large momentum [21] , will likely solve this difficulty, at least to a precision that can contribute to global analyses of the PDFs in regions of parameter space that are experimentally inaccessible. We will not consider these practical difficulties any further and focus instead on the theoretical aspects of quasi PDFs.
We address one of the theoretical challenges by proposing a new approach to calculating quasi PDFs on the lattice, in which the lattice degrees of freedom are smeared via the gradient flow [22] [23] [24] . Using ringed fermions, which do not require any multiplicative wavefunction renormalization [25, 26] , the corresponding lattice matrix elements remain finite in the continuum limit. This approach evades the problem of the power-divergence associated with the Wilson line operator that defines the quasi PDF. The renormalization of quasi PDFs has been viewed through the lens of heavy quark effective theory [17] and, more recently, a counterterm procedure has been proposed to remove this power-divergence [27, 28] , but neither approach has been established beyond two loops in perturbation theory.
Here we examine the relation between the smeared quasi PDF and the light-front PDF, and focus on the limit in which the flow time is small compared to the length scale set by the nucleon momentum and the nucleon momentum is sufficiently large that higher twist effects can be neglected. In this limit, we express the moments of the smeared quasi PDF in terms of moments of the light-front PDF via a small flow-time expansion. The primary advantage of our approach is the finite continuum limit for nonperturbative matrix elements determined using lattice QCD. The matching between the smeared quasi PDF, regulated by the flow time, and the light-front PDF in, say, the M S scheme can be carried out in the continuum and is independent of the details of the nonperturbative lattice calculation.
We start by revisiting the definitions of the light-front and quasi PDFs in Section 2. We then analyze the relation between the light-front and quasi PDFs in Section 3 and derive an evolution equation for the matching kernel in Section 4. We present our summary and conclusions in Section 5.
Distribution functions
Throughout this work we focus on flavor non-singlet unpolarized quasi and light-front PDFs. The extension to polarized quasi PDFs is straightforward. The flavor singlet case introduces additional mixing with the gluon distribution, but the principles are similar. We also assume that the quarks are massless and ignore complications arising from the correct treatment of heavy flavors, a subject of continued study for light-front PDFs (for reviews, see, for example, [29] [30] [31] ).
Bare PDFs
In the following section, when we use the term "bare" we mean finite matrix elements determined with some regulator at finite cutoff. We leave the regulator implicit in this discussion, although one can have in mind dimensional regularization if desired. These bare matrix elements require renormalization in some scheme before one can remove the regulator (or, on the lattice, take the continuum limit). This usage follows that of the extensive discussions of light-front PDFs in, for example, [3, 32] .
We denote bare light-front PDFs by f (0) (ξ). Light-front PDFs are frequently represented by f (0) j/N (ξ), where j denotes the quark flavor and N the nucleon species, but here we will be considering only non-singlet distributions, for which we can neglect mixing between parton species, and work with sufficient generality that the nucleon species is not relevant to our discussion. We use light-front coordinates, (x + , x − , x T ) such that x ± = (t ± z)/ √ 2, and define ξ = k + /P + . We use ξ to distinguish this variable from the Bjorken-x parameter that characterizes the kinematics of scattering experiments and is given in terms of the experimental momentum transfer Q 2 = −q 2 and hadron momentum P by x = Q 2 /(2P · q). The bare PDF is defined as [3] 
Here T is the time-ordering operator, ψ is a quark field, and the subscript C indicates that the vacuum expectation value has been subtracted (in other words, only connected contributions are included). The operator W (ω − , 0) is the Wilson line,
with P the path-ordering operator, g 0 the QCD bare coupling, and A µ = A µ α T α the SU (3) gauge potential with generator T α (summation over color index α is implicit). The target state, |P , is a spin-averaged, exact momentum eigenstate with relativistic normalization
We define the moments of bare PDFs as
where f (0) (ξ) is the anti-quark PDF and the second equality follows from the relation of the quark to anti-quark PDFs
which holds for the bare distributions if the quark and anti-quarks fields are classical, or quantized using light-front quantization [32] . We can relate these bare moments, a (n) 0 , to matrix elements of twist-two operators via
Here the bare twist-two operators are
In these expressions the braces denote symmetrization, D µ is the symmetric covariant derivative, λ a are SU (2) flavor matrices, and the subtraction of the trace terms ensures that the operator transforms irreducibly under SU (2) L ⊗ SU (2) R .
Renormalized PDFs
To this point we have considered the bare light-front PDFs, with the understanding that such objects are evaluated with some regulator that renders the bare distributions finite. We now introduce renormalized light-front PDFs. We stress that in this section we consider a renormalization scheme that respects rotational symmetry and, for definiteness, one can have in mind the M S scheme. Complications will arise if a regulator that breaks rotational invariance, such as the lattice regulator, is used. We do not discuss such complications here, because we will avoid explicit computations of moments at finite lattice spacing. All correlation functions computed on the lattice can be renormalized and extrapolated to the continuum limit, provided that no power divergent mixing exists. In the next section, we propose a smeared correlation function that does not have power-divergent mixing.
In general, renormalized light-front PDFs are written in terms of a kernel, Z(ζ/ξ, µ), as
where µ is some renormalization scale. We do not need to consider mixing between parton species for non-singlet distributions. In terms of the renormalized light-front PDF, the renormalized Mellin moments are
which can be related to matrix elements of renormalized twist-two operators,
This relation holds provided the light-front PDFs and twist-two operators are renormalized in the same scheme [32] .
Smeared quasi PDFs
We construct a finite quasi PDF matrix element by smearing both the fermion and gauge fields via the gradient flow [22] [23] [24] . The gradient flow is a deterministic evolution of the original quark and gluon fields in a new dimension, generally referred to as the "flow time", towards a classical minimum of the QCD action [23, 24] . The flow-time evolution is chosen to remove ultraviolet fluctuations, which corresponds to smearing out the quark and gluon fields in real space, with a smearing scale that is proportional to the square-root of the flow time. Here we will not describe in detail the gradient flow, but refer the reader to the recent reviews [33, 34] for more details and applications. For our purposes, it is sufficient that the gradient flow has the following properties. First, the gradient flow serves as a gauge-invariant ultraviolet regulator. Second, given a renormalized theory at zero flow time, the matrix elements of smeared fields are automatically finite, up to a multiplicative wave-function renormalization for the fermion fields [24] , which can be removed by introducing ringed fermion fields [25, 26] . Third, the lattice matrix elements of smeared fields remain finite in the continuum limit, provided the flow time is fixed in physical units [24, 35] . In essence, the gradient flow allows one to replace the lattice regulator with a new smearing-scale regulator. This last fact allows one to determine the continuum limit of lattice matrix elements of, for example, twist-two operators, without power-divergent mixing. In the continuum, because the gradient flow respects rotational symmetry, the mixing between twist-two operators is then reduced to ordinary mixing with coefficients that depend on the smearing scale and not powers of the inverse lattice spacing [35] .
We denote the ringed fermion fields at flow time τ by χ(x; τ ) and χ(x; τ ), and the corresponding Wilson line at the same flow time, constructed from the smeared gauge fields B µ (x; τ ), by W(0, z; τ ). We start with the matrix element
11) which, being dimensionless, depends only on dimensionless combinations of scales. We note that the flow time has units of length-squared. The subscript C indicates that disconnected contributions to this matrix element have been removed. The ringed fermion fields require no wave function renormalization and this smeared matrix element is finite provided the flow time, τ , is non-zero and fixed in physical units, because correlation functions constructed from smeared fields are finite [23, 24] . Note that divergences will appear in the limit of vanishing flow time and the matrix element will then require renormalization.
We then define the quasi PDF [13, 14] as
(2.12) where ξ is a dimensionless parameter that can be naively interpreted as the longitudinal momentum fraction of the parton in the nucleon N . This interpretation is not correct in Euclidean space, however, and instead ξ should be viewed as a dimensionless momentum variable in a Fourier transformation.
In practice, the smeared matrix element h is determined from lattice computations at finite lattice spacing, a, as
where √ τ and P z are held fixed and
(2.14)
Relation to light-front distributions
We discuss the relation between quasi and light-front PDFs by examining the Mellin moments of these distributions, and using the connection between Mellin moments and matrix elements of local operators, which are twist-two in the case of light-front PDFs [36] . For the quasi PDFs, the local operators corresponding to the Mellin moments do not have a well-defined twist, but can be related to twist-two operators after subtracting higher twist effects and applying target-mass corrections [15, 18] . Although we consider smeared matrix elements in this work, the arguments regarding higher twist and target mass effects in [15, 18] still apply, because the flow time serves as an alternative gauge-invariant regulator to the lattice spacing. We connect the Mellin moments of the quasi PDF to matrix elements of local operators in the following way. Working in axial gauge, B z (x; τ ) = 0, the matrix element h (s) is
We now substitute this expression into the definition of the quasi PDF, Equation (2.12), and integrate the resulting expression over the full range of ξ. In contrast to the light-front PDF, this range extends from negative to positive infinity, giving
Here we have used the relation δ(zP z ) = δ(z)/P z , for P z > 0. We see that the first Mellin moment of the quasi PDF can be expressed in terms of the Euclidean matrix element of a local (smeared) operator. We extend this argument to arbitrary moments of quasi PDFs by considering derivatives of the quasi distribution with respect to the spatial separation z [3] . Inverting the Fourier transform in Equation (2.12), we have
(3.3) Applying derivatives with respect to the displacement z, we obtain
Defining the moments of the smeared quasi PDF, b
and substituting the definition of the matrix element h (s) , given in Equation (2.11), into Equation (3.4), in the limit that z → 0 we obtain
The perturbative coefficients, c
n ( √ τ P z ), capture potential singularities in the righthand side of Equation (3.4) in the limit of vanishing separation z and vanishing flow time τ , and follow from a smeared operator product expansion [35] approach to the nonlocal matrix element, as outlined in [15] . We restore gauge invariance to obtain our final expression for the moments of quasi PDFs in terms of Euclidean matrix elements of local operators:
(3.7) The local operators that appear in the matrix element on the right hand side of this expression are not twist-two operators: they are not symmetric and traceless. The discrepancy between these matrix elements and matrix elements of twist-two operators are given by corrections that appear in powers of Λ 2 QCD /P 2 z and M 2 N /P 2 z [15, 18] . The terms that scale as O(M 2 N /P 2 z ) correspond to target mass corrections [37, 38] . Although the appropriate interpretation of PDFs in the presence of these target mass corrections is subtle [39, 40] , for our purposes it is sufficient that these non-leading corrections can be absorbed by writing [15, 18] 
where
The corrected matrix elements on the right hand side of this equation can now be expanded in a Taylor series with respect to Λ 2 QCD /P 2 z . The coefficients in this expansion represent higher twist effects that arise because the original matrix element is not a matrix element of a twist-two operator. The leading coefficient in this expansion is a twist-two contribution that can depend only on the nucleon structure and the flow time:
where, for Λ 2 QCD /P 2 z ≪ 1, the higher twist corrections can be ignored. In summary, we assume that: first, we can correct exactly for target mass corrections; and second, we can take the momentum P z sufficiently large that higher twist effects are negligible. Then, under these assumptions, the moments of the smeared quasi PDFs are dimensionless products of perturbative coefficients and pure twist-two matrix elements, which are only functions of the dimensionless quantity √ τ Λ QCD , that contain information about the structure of the hadron.
Short-distance expansion
We can now relate the moments of the smeared quasi PDF b (s,twist−2) n √ τ Λ QCD , which are local matrix elements of smeared fields, to the renormalized moments of the light-front PDFs, by using the properties of the gradient flow that arise from a short distance expansion [23, 25, 26, 41, 42] . The exponentially local nature of the smearing procedure allows for a short distance expansion of the smeared local operators in terms of renormalized operators in some renormalization scheme, such as the M S scheme. It is straightforward to show that this short distance expansion leads to
where µ is a renormalization scale. The leading order term in this expansion, a (n) (µ), is the matrix element of a renormalized twist-two operator with the same gamma matrix and derivative structure as the smeared operator that appears in the matrix element on the left hand side. The higher order terms arise from higher dimension operators that enter the short distance expansion of the smeared matrix element. We now combine this short-distance expansion with Equation (3.10) to write
Both the leading short distance coefficient function, C
n ( √ τ µ, √ τ P z ), and the higher order corrections can be computed in perturbation theory, so that this approximation can be systematically improved. For the rest of this discussion, we will assume that we work in a regime in which there is a hierarchy of scales given by 13) so that power corrections and higher-twist effects can be ignored. We also assume that target mass corrections have been applied. To relate the smeared quasi PDF with the light-front PDF, we introduce a kernel function, Z(x, √ τ µ, √ τ P z ), whose Mellin moments are given by
With this definition, and using the properties of multiplicative convolution, we find
We introduce the inverse kernel through 16) which leads to
Note that all of these relations are only valid if
The kernel function can be computed in continuum perturbation theory, following the methods introduced in [23] and the examples in [17, 20, 27, 28] . Given that those computations are performed in the continuum, they are independent of the lattice formulation used to extract the smeared quasi-PDFs introduced in this paper and lattice computations of smeared quasi-PDFs can be performed with a variety of lattice actions, each of which results in the same universal continuum quasi-PDF. Consequently, lattice computations are disconnected from the matching procedure of these universal, continuum quasi-PDFs to the light-front PDFs.
In both our approach, as in Ji's approach, the large nucleon momentum serves only to suppress higher twist contributions. We have, however, introduced a new scale, the (inverse) flow time, τ −1 , that serves as a regulator of ultraviolet divergences that arise from external composite operators that define the matrix element. The scale τ −1 needs to be large relative to hadronic scales but remains finite. These requirements for the hierarchy of scales, expressed in Equation (3.18) , are no different in nature than the requirements used to factor physical cross-sections into PDFs and Wilson coefficients and are similar in spirit to the factorization approach proposed in [20, 28] . In this approach, the renormalization scale, which plays a similar role as our flow time scale, and the factorization scale are distinct and separate from the large momentum, which suppresses higher twist effects.
DGLAP-like equation for the matching kernel
Ignoring mixing between quark flavors and gluons (i.e. looking at the non-singlet distributions) the renormalized PDFs satisfy a DGLAP equation [43] [44] [45] that describes their scale dependence
Here P (z) is a function whose moments are given by
and α s (µ) is the (renormalized) strong coupling constant. Similarly, we can derive a DGLAP-like equation for the matching kernel that relates smeared quasi PDFs and light-front PDFs. We start from the small distance expansion in Equation (3.12) , apply the renormalization group operator µ d/(dµ), and use Equation (4.3) to derive a renormalization group equation for the short distance coefficient
and its inverse
We can obtain a DGLAP-like equation for the matching kernel by substituting Equations (3.14) and (4.2) into this renormalization group equation, to give
and
up to corrections of O( √ τ Λ QCD ).
Conclusion
Parton distribution functions (PDFs) characterize nucleon structure in terms of the nucleon's constituent quarks and gluons. These PDFs are defined as matrix elements of light-front wave functions and cannot be directly calculated in Euclidean lattice QCD. In principle, however, the Mellin moments of PDFs can be calculated in lattice QCD, through matrix elements of twist-two operators. Unfortunately, these calculations are limited to the first few moments, because the hypercubic symmetry of the lattice regulator induces power-divergent mixing between twist-two operators of different mass dimension, obscuring the continuum limit of matrix elements determined on the lattice. Current determinations of PDFs rely on global analyses of data in a wide range of experimental channels and a determination of PDFs from first principles is lacking.
A new approach to determining PDFs in lattice QCD was recently proposed by Ji and subsequently, through a related framework, by Qiu and Ma. In this approach, one calculates Euclidean quasi PDFs at large nucleon momentum. Two recent lattice calculations provided promising results, but several aspects of the approach are yet to be fully understood. First, there is the practical issue of the systematic uncertainties associated with finite nucleon momenta in lattice calculations. This issue is likely to be resolved, to the extent that lattice calculations will have sufficient precision that results will provide useful input into global analyses where experimental data are inadequate, with improvements in computational resources and the algorithmic advances already underway. Second, there are theoretical issues to be clarified: the renormalization of the extended operator that defines the quasi PDFs; and the relation between the Euclidean quasi PDF and the light-front PDF, which to date had been analyzed through a factorization formula at one loop in perturbation theory.
We have addressed the first of these theoretical considerations by introducing a quasi PDF constructed from fields smeared via the gradient flow. We explicitly demonstrated that there is a simple relation between the Mellin moments of the smeared Euclidean quasi PDF and the renormalized Mellin moments of the light-front PDF, once nucleon mass corrections are incorporated and provided the flow time is small relative to the inverse nucleon momentum. Corrections to this relation appear at O(Λ 2 QCD /P 2 z ), where P z is the Euclidean momentum of the nucleon, and O( √ τ Λ QCD ), where τ is the flow time. From this correspondence it follows that, provided Λ QCD , M N ≪ P z ≪ τ −1/2 , the quasi PDF and light-front PDF can be matched through a convolution relation. The chief advantage of our approach is that the gradient flow renders the quasi PDF finite in the continuum limit and evades the issues of the renormalization of the non-local operator that defines the quasi PDF on the lattice. The resulting continuum matrix elements are independent of the choices of discretized action used to undertake lattice QCD calculations and can be matched directly to the corresponding light-front PDFs in the M S scheme using continuum perturbation theory. Combined with a nonperturbative stepscaling procedure, this matching can be carried out at an energy sufficiently high that perturbative truncation errors are no longer uncontrolled. The nonperturbative implementation of our proposal is work in progress.
